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Light was invented to work even when it is dark. In past years it was difficult to work when it is dark
outside. People used to try fire to lightning their workplace or homes. Then in 1879 Thomas Alva
Edison invented bulb. Track lighting is one of the newest and latest additions to increase the beauty
of any space. Track lighting looks good when someone use Track Lighting instead of bulky and
heavy traditional wired lamps. It increases beauty of the house or the path, cut down the abuse of
spaces; it enhances the features of the room as it comes with wonderful designs and beautiful
colours.

There are basically three types of Track Lighting can be seen; Straight line, L Shape, T shape. The
straight line type can be seen in maximum cases where 4 to 8 foot of channel fixture can be found.
In case of many offices or laboratories straight line Track Lighting can be seen. To make the
premises professional and to work under full light, Track Lighting is the best option than other
lighting. These lights are fixed on Tracks which are very easy to install and as the current is already
present in the wires, it is very much easy when want to be remodeled or repaired.

Track Lighting is very much useful rather than traditional fixture system. In case of traditional wiring,
the light can only be placed at one place at a time. When someone wants to change the placing of
the lights it was very hectic. The whole wiring has to be done all over again. But in case of Track
lighting, this problem has not been encountered. Track lighting is very easy to change the fixture
and no new wiring has to be done. Tracks can be placed in various manners. This lighting can limit
the use of space; the sizing limits are very wide.

It is very easy to use Track Lights on the countertops. Otherwise the placing can be done where a
masterpiece or a picture is hanged on the wall; the Track Lighting can be done by focusing on the
picture. Track lighting can replace existing lights of any room. When someone wants to focus on the
working table with this lighting, the Tracks which are mostly made of Plastic or Aluminum should be
placed at the ceiling of the room. The Tracks can also be placed within the cupboards, right where
someone needs when he is attempting to find any clothes from the shelves. This lighting can really
give your place a new look.
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